Join us for the next

HERITAGE AWARENESS DIVING SEMINAR

Key West, FL       June 14-16, 2018

Are you an educator, resource interpreter, or outreach specialist? Join the Florida Public Archaeology Network for its next Heritage Awareness Diving Seminar! Participants will be introduced to underwater historic preservation and why it is so important to proactively protect shipwrecks, artificial reefs, and other underwater cultural sites. Upon completion of the Seminar, attendees will be able to teach others about underwater cultural resources like shipwrecks and will know how to promote sustainable underwater heritage tourism in their area.

This three-day seminar will include two evenings of classroom-based learning and one day of in-field dive training that provides direct experience relating to classroom discussions. Cost is $150 and includes all course materials and charter boat fees. For non-divers, cost is $50 and includes all course materials.

Receive a teaching outline and all classroom modules

Explore maritime archaeology and shipwrecks

Discover opportunities in underwater heritage tourism

Course includes two shipwreck dives

For more information or to reserve your spot, visit FPAN.us/HADS or contact Nicole Grinnan
Florida Public Archaeology Network, Northwest Region
ngrinnan@uwf.edu
850.595.0050